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Chairman’s Welcome
This Newsletter is issued in the midst of the coronavirus lockdown. For those of us for whom flying
is a pastime the lockdown is an inconvenience but for those training for their PPL as a stepping
stone to a career in aviation it is a major setback to say the least.
However, it’s vital to keep in mind that this will end sooner or later and we’ll get back to doing what
we enjoy. Alan Laing’s “Lockdown Special” edition of Fife Flying Club Newsletter will help you
pass the time. You’ll find a variety of excellent contributions from a number of members.
Meantime, keep well.

Chris Anderson
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Newsletter Editor’s thanks….

A big thank you to all those who have contributed articles for this
special edition of the Newsletter. I know some of us are still working but the committee thought it would be
good to get some communication out to members in these strange and worrying times!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

UFOs at Fife ?
The last job I had before I retired was with Fife Council in the Property Department, based in an office in Glenrothes.
One of my colleagues had a son in the army. Alan was a sergeant in the Army Air Corps servicing helicopters but his
aspiration was to fly so he applied for pilot training. He was accepted and my colleague, knowing I was a private
pilot, gave me a blow by blow account of his son’s experiences as he went through the training. His initial training
was on fixed-wing and then progressed to the AS350 Écureuil (aka Squirrel). To cut a long story short, he was finally
posted to an Apache squadron, considered to be pretty much the elite of the Army Air Corps. Initially based at
Wattisham in Suffolk,
Alan was in due course
deployed to Afghanistan
for
operations
in
Helmand
province.
After two successful
tours he was posted
back to Wattisham in
2009.
One day in early
October 2009 Alan’s
dad came up to me in
the office and took me
to one side with a
conspiratorial whisper,
“If you want to see something you wouldn’t want to miss you’ll nip up to the airfield this morning around 11 o’clock.”

Taking him at his word I found an excuse to leave the office and fetched up at Fife Airport. It was an overcast day
and there were only one or two people around. We waited expectantly for something to happen. There were a
couple of aircraft on the apron but other than that, nothing. I was beginning to think I was on a hiding to nothing
when a faint very low pitched throb penetrated the silence. Almost spookily, two Apaches appeared low down from
the west, emerging from under the overcast.
Their callsigns were Gangster 1 and Gangster 2. I was amazed by how quiet a pair of high performance tank-busting
helicopters could be. They skimmed the top of the hedge at the west boundary of the field and slowly proceeded to
hover-taxi down the runway. They stopped opposite the portacabin a couple of feet off the tarmac. Apaches are not
beautiful but are built for a function. Even on a mid-week forenoon in deepest Fife they exuded an air of potential
menace. They remained rock-steady in the hover for a few minutes before lifting off and departing over the north of
the town, routing to Leuchars.
It had been a surreal moment, a bit like seeing a UFO in your back garden. I wondered if I had just seen two Apaches
at Fife airfield. I concluded that I had and that Alan’s dad had been right: I wouldn’t have wanted to miss it.

Chris Anderson
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Raspberry Pi anyone?
The FFC committee invested in new webcams last
year, to replace the west facing camera on the
cabin which could not be repaired and install a
new east facing camera, providing views of the
hangers and the threshold of Runway 24. Images
from the cameras are uploaded to the FFC website
using a PC situated at the A/G Radio desk and are
uploaded every few minutes, due to the slow
internet connection at the airport, which is beyond
our control.
However, the PC is unreliable and is struggling to
9cm
handle basic tasks due to its age. This has resulted
in the images not being sent to the website and
requires someone to physically re-boot the PC to
get things going again. In order to combat this, the
FFC committee purchased a Raspberry Pi to
eliminate our need for the PC. For those unfamiliar with a Raspberry Pi, Wikipedia describes them as “…a series of
small single-board computers developed in the United Kingdom by the Raspberry Pi Foundation to promote teaching
of basic computer science in schools and in developing countries.” They have been around for a while now and
various models have been released through time, providing hardware enhancements and additional features.
The Raspberry Pi provides a blank slate for the user and allows them to use a variety of programming languages.
Whilst it can be used to teach programming in a practical sense, it is popular because it is highly adaptable and can
be used for a variety of projects. One such example related to aviation, is using it as an ADS-B receiver. Due to the
size of the Pi being no larger than a credit card, it can be used in a variety of locations needing only 5V of power
supplied from a micro USB cable.
The FFC committee purchased a new Raspberry Pi 3 from eBay for only £40 delivered, which included; the Raspberry
Pi 3 board, micro SD card, heatsinks, plastic enclosure, power cable, HDMI cable and various pieces of literature on
programming.

Using a Raspberry Pi at Fife to power the webcams, removes the need to “piggyback” on a PC within the cabin and
allows the uploading of images to the FFC website to proceed un-interrupted. A script has been written in the
programming language Python to achieve this and a simple instruction is also programmed into the Pi, which tells it
to do this task every minute of the hour, 24/7.
Additionally, the Raspberry Pi will also provide a platform for future projects. It has long been the aim to install a
more up-to-date weather station at the wind sock, to provide pilots with accurate wind velocity and direction. The
data from this weather station could then be sent to the Raspberry Pi in the cabin and fed into the FFC and Fife
Airport websites. It would also be a minor task in setting up an ADS-B receiver at Fife to feed into Flight Radar 24
(FR24).
You can find more information on the Raspberry Pi on their website:
https://www.raspberrypi.org/
Adam Hutchison.
(Ed – sorry, I just had to stick in a photo of the real thing – various recipes available
online!)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Nostalgia, Opium for the Elderly.
During the enforced grounding, and finding more time on my hands, I reflected that I most certainly have
less flying hours ahead than behind. Thoughts strayed to my earliest encounter with aviation, which
founded a life-long interest.
Back in the 1950’s, my dad got a two year accompanied post to Ceylon, (Sri-Lanka). Mum and I arrived in
Colombo on the P&O liner Orcades, met my dad and stayed over-night at the Grand Oriental Hotel. The
following morning, we were picked up in an RAF ‘tillie’, (minibus), and were ferried back to the harbour.
There, we would be ferried to Trincomalee courtesy of the R.A.F., (or possibly, the R.A.A.F.).
I don’t remember if we boarded from a jetty or by ferry, but I remember as we neared, the aeroplane
positively ‘loomed’ over us, or so it appeared to a young primary school pupil. It was a white painted
Sunderland Flying Boat, in retrospect probably a Mk. 5. I recall being initially disappointed as I had assumed
aeroplanes were shiny, gleaming things, and this one certainly wasn’t, it was faded and dirt streaked.
Having boarded, excitement was high. I was
strapped in a fold down seat between my
parents below a window which was too high
to see out. I therefore missed the take off.
Mum used to say much later that the whole
journey was noisy, bumpy, and
uncomfortable, but memory being selective,
I have no recollection of that, although
strangely, I do remember the smell. Some
points I re-call sharply, (or think I do) such as
being given a Vimpto and Crunchy bar, which
I had never seen at home.

(Photo courtesy of www.fotolibra.com)

Eventually I was allowed to kneel or stand on the seat and look out, having the sights pointed out. Over
paddy fields, then jungle, then the approaching central highlands. We overflew Kandy, Polonnaruwa, and
the massive rock of Sigariya, the seat of Ceylon’s ancient Kings, and which I would later climb. We must
have flown quite low, as I clearly remember a lot of detail, roads rivers, lakes, ( tanks as they are known),
elephants, and I fancied, crocodiles!
Back inboard, we were accompanied by four or five WRAFS on route to RAF Diyatalwa, and young as I was,
I remember them being very pleasant to me and looking very smart in their tropical kit. I had a vague
memory of a crew member sitting at an open door with his legs hanging out, but over the years convinced
myself that it was down to imagination. However, many years later, I had it confirmed by a former crew
member that this was indeed possible, as the door was designed to be out of the slipstream to allow
equipment to be jettisoned.
Further memories are a bit vague although I remember looking up the metal ladder to the flight deck, and
seeing the ceiling and the back of the flight crew seats. Flying in to R.A.F. China Bay, Trincomalee, I don’t
recall the actual landing, but definitely remember this time exiting on to a jetty. Incidentally, China Bay is
now a major oil terminal.
My love of all aviation most certainly started then, and I badgered my dad into buying me a Dinky Toys
Avro York shortly after this. I hope this might interest members who like older aeroplanes, and in
particular, warbirds. I hope my memories are accurate, but, as Will Rodgers mused, “Things ain’t what they
used to be…….and probably never were”.
Jim Millar
During the war, the Sunderlands were used in the maritime patrol and antisubmarine role. Known as the “Flying Porcupine” owing to the number of
guns carried, along with depth charges. Apparently the U-boat captains
feared the Sunderlands above anything else. – Ed.

-------------------------------------------------Nostalgia of a different kind
This week it was my turn to do the weekly shop. I thought I’d play safe and wear gloves. I’ve worn
soft leather pilot’s gloves for flying for many years. As well as keeping my sweaty palms from
slipping on the controls, they serve to remind me I’m doing
something different which requires my undivided attention. I
don’t normally wear them at any other time but I put them on
for the shopping and was immediately treated to the
unmistakable and evocative aroma of the cockpit of a light
aircraft – a unique blend of upholstery, warm oil, aviation fuel
and metal ……

Chris Anderson
(The editor’s ancient flying gloves…)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Name that Plane….

The aircraft in the last newsletter was one of two on display at
Oshkosh. An unlikely looking GA-aircraft, it is in fact a Dyke
Delta JD-2. The designer sold the plans but not kits as I
incorrectly suggested in the last Newsletter. Over fifty have
been built, mainly in the USA. Wikipedia says his inspiration
came from the F102 Delta Dagger and a German glider. Stall
speed is said to be between 70 and 75mph and the approach
speed between 100 and 110mph! The flare happens around
70mph…. Maximum speed is 200mph.

And the plane for this Newsletter…..
A clue – it is Italian… And pretty
much unique due to its powerplant.

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Fife Airport – snippets from the past
Whist “shooting the breeze” after a recent committee meeting the subject of the history of the
airfield came up. It was suggested that if there’s any significant milestones coming up we could
celebrate them in some way. Well, it turns out that there’s nothing this year or next year but a bit
of digging in the Fife Council archives, came up with some interesting bits and pieces.
The airfield was established by Glenrothes Development Corporation (GDC) in 1964. GDC’s long
term strategy was to attract aviation, aero engineering and avionics to the site.
On 1st July 1978 the Scottish International Air Rally was held to commemorate the 30th
anniversary of the New Town. There was wing walking in a Tiger Moth and a display by the
“Barnstormers” flying circus. A sky diving competition was to take place but due to weather this
was held over until the following day when a new record was set. Fifteen parachutists linked up in
a quadro-diamond formation for ten seconds. They were members of the Army Parachute
Association and had come up from Netheravon in Wiltshire.
A legendary personality attended the events that weekend –
Sir Douglas Bader. Who was he ? His name is well known
to the Baby Boomer generation but maybe not to the
Millennials. He had been an RAF pilot in the late 1930s but
lost both his legs in a flying accident. His sole aim in life was
to get back in the air but because of his disability the RAF
would not pass him as fit to fly. The start of WW2 changed
all that. They were desperate for trained pilots and he was
allowed to re-join the RAF. He flew Hurricanes and Spitfires in the Battle of Britain, shooting down

several enemy aircraft before he himself was shot down over
northern France in 1941. After many adventures he ended up in
Colditz Castle, a special prisoner of war camp in Germany
reserved for particularly uncooperative inmates. On 1st and 2nd
July 1978 he was stomping about Fife Airport on his artificial
legs trying to enjoy the various displays but was usually to be
seen “tirelessly signing programmes thrust at him by the hordes
of youngsters who crowded round the legendary figure,”
according to the local press.
The airfield was closed for 10 months in 1981 for the construction of the tarmac runway. This was
a huge step forward in establishing Fife Airport as a serious airfield. Pursuing their original
objective of creating an industrial park for aviation and avionics, GDC’s next move was to build a
hangar and workshop complex. Work on this commenced in 1982 and the result is the two
hangars at the south west corner of the airfield, now home to Sky Dive St Andrews and Robert
Purvis’s haulage and distribution depot. The restaurant was built around the same time and
Aerotime Engineering Ltd managed the site on behalf of GDC, providing aircraft maintenance,
fuelling and radio facilities under the supervision of manager Alison Bailey.
Two flying clubs, a flying school and a parachute club operated on the airfield in 1982, generating
around 7000 aircraft movements per year. On 14th September of that year an ambitious Business
and Light Aviation Show was held to promote the site for business and industry. Expert advisers
were on hand to give guidance to senior business executives who may have been considering
moving on to the airfield.
Well, that’s the gist of what we’ve discovered at the moment. However, we are still doing the
research and hope to be able to take the story forward with more snippets in a future issue of the
Newsletter.

Chris Anderson

------------------------------------------

Fife Airport – 1960?
That’s what the original caption said
- but see what Chris is saying
above…..

Syndicate Special:
Many of you wonder what to do once you have passed your PPL. Some will go on to the professional
world, others join a syndicate (and the brave ones even start a syndicate!). The following articles were
contributed by members of three of the syndicates that own and operate aircraft at Fife.

G-BITF – Cessna 152. Hangar 3.
Hi All,
Having passed my test on the 30th October
2007 at Tayside Dundee in a Cessna 152 I like
others hired their 152s at that time and then
converted onto a Piper Warrior almost
immediately, I gained my Night rating in
January 2010 and flew the Warrior until the
3rd of July 2010 when I bought my share of GBITF ( Tango Foxtrot ) from David Turnbull
who qualified at Fife and was flying for
EasyJet, I must say that there were very few
shares available in Scotland and I was just
lucky that I phoned him from Fife when I saw
his for sale notice on the board (Three people
called him and left messages that day and as I
had been the first he took me up for a trial
flight and we did the deal that day. We had
and still have ten members of the Group, I do wish there were more opportunities for Group aircraft
around, two of us in the group have our IR ( R ) and a good IFR four seater group in this area could save the
need to hire to keep ourselves current. (I agree! – Ed.)
I am also aware of a group who had someone who was controlling the funds and they never seemed to
produce the accounts when they were due, it
turned out the group were paying in and that
person was taking some out, that person hadn’t
signed their ownership agreement and this put
the group in a situation where they had to let
them sell their share to get rid of them and I think
the rest of the group had to put in about £200
each to get the group back in the Black and this
should be a lesson to any group setting up.
We all pay in a monthly amount to cover the
costs of insurance, maintenance and the
hangarage, this gives us a surplus and the amount
we pay to fly per hour covers TF’s costs with a
wee bit left over. We have an online calendar to
book flights and as we only fly about 150hrs a
year we have great availability. We do not have any hours builders in the group and this means that when
we want to fly we nearly always can. A few of us have emailed the rest of the group to take TF away for a
few days and I haven’t heard of anyone being refused.

We have had healthy funds, but as with all forms of transport there are things that need updated – eg, our
prop failed its five yearly test and had to be replaced although we
can‘t complain as it had been on since the 80‘s, the old one is now on
my wall, we have a lovely new 8.33kHz radio, a mode-S transponder
and we have fitted Pilot-aware that connects to our flying apps, and
we had the seats recovered in leather. The Mags have been replaced
and we have also had two cylinders renewed, all of these decisions
have to be passed by the group and at times ( I ) we do not all agree
about everything, ( who does?) but the majority rules and this has
worked fine.
We recently had a meeting and this was only the second I can
remember since I joined and we have made some changes to move
the group forward and preserve the life of TF , I would not
discourage anyone from owning part of an aircraft as I have certainly
found it to be the most cost effective and fun way of flying. So far I
have only flown with two other members of the group and I wish
that was more. I wish our Group shared more about where they have been with TF and who they have had
to talk to. I love to take up people who have not flown and let them enjoy the sights and see their happy
faces when we land !!
Andrew Aitken - A A Chauffeur Drive ( Auchterarder )

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

G-CRZR – Sportcruiser – Hangar 3
On setting up a flying group …..
About 18 months ago, I became
aware of a hangar space available at
Fife. Immediately my mind went to
a long-held ambition: would it fit a
Diamond DA20? The perfect
touring aircraft for pilots under 6ft
with passengers who enjoy the
opposite of social distancing. Jim
Peebles duly obliged with a tape
measure and delivered the airport
management's verdict: aye, it would
fit, but I'd better find an aircraft
quick because there had been a few
enquiries already. I spoke with Alan from the TB9 group who was kindly encouraging of the enterprise.
After all, when they started out they didn't really know what they were doing either and learnt as they
went along. How hard could this be...
The first idea was an elderly DA20-A1, equipped with an 80hp Rotax 914, for sale in Scotland.
Unfortunately on closer inspection this example had not only been sat outside for God knows how long but
was also due its engine, propeller and airframe overhaul. The latter procedure involves the aircraft being
shipped to Austria for a thorough inspection of the composites and wing spar at a cost that made the
ostensibly bargain price seem rather less attractive. Not to worry.

The next idea was a DA20-100 for sale by a flying school in
the pretty alpine town of Ecuvillens in Switzerland. For
the non-Diamond geeks among us, the DA20-100 is
basically an A1 that has been retrofitted with a Rotax 912S
in a larger cowling, yielding vastly improved performance.
A decent proposition at €60,000. So off I went to
Switzerland for a test flight (exhilarating), obligatory
cheese fondue with the flying school boss (delicious), and
celebratory excursion to a thermal bath and chocolate
factory (when in Rome...)
Delivery was to be a month later subject to satisfactory
1,000-hour inspection. You can guess what came next?
Disaster. The gearbox was found to be out of tolerance.
This requires some technical explanation. Rotax's heritage
lies in making engines for motorbikes, jet skis and
snowmobiles. Yes, snowmobiles. The original 2-stroke
aircraft engine was actually a mod of a snowmobile one
due to sluggish sales! Hence the relatively small
displacement and high RPM, leading to the requirement
for a reduction gear to achieve sensible propeller RPM.
The smaller cog of the reduction gear is integral to the crankshaft. Therefore, if its teeth wear down - as
bizarrely had happened here - then the entire engine must be replaced because splitting the crankcase is
not permitted with the certified version. The seller kindly volunteered to order us a new one for €27,000.
No thanks...
So there we were, back to
drawing board - and back to first
principles. We wanted an
economical aircraft - preferably
Rotax despite the Switzerland
debacle - and preferably certified.
Why certified? This was a
collective decision by the
shareholders. Since none of us
are aircraft engineers by trade or
inclination, and we all work full
time, we wanted the peace and
mind and reassurance of having
an AMO do the maintenance.
This narrowed us down to a 2012
PS-28 Cruiser: the certified version of the SportCruiser that is also known as the Piper Sport in the US, due
to a brief foray by Czech Sport into the US light sport market in a JV with Piper. The seller was a retired
airline pilot in a syndicate of two. It had just 250hrs total time. Shoreham-by-Sea also had the not
inconsiderable advantage of being much closer than Switzerland...
Just over a year on and we could not be more delighted with the purchase, notwithstanding the inevitably
chunky bill for our first annual... Like all aircraft, the SportCruiser has its tradeoffs. The glass cockpit offers
superb and clear information but care must be taken not to be distracted by it. The aircraft has a clean stall
speed of 38kts so care must be taken not to come in 'hot' or it tends to keep flying (and flying). Finally,
while the benign stall makes for fantastic landing and low-speed handling, the light wing loading makes it

very susceptible to gusts, as this author unfortunately discovered while proudly demonstrating the new toy
to his girlfriend, who has sworn against ever going again...
And the punchline from the whole tale? The DA20 would never have fitted in the hangar anyway. Jim
measured the space between wingtips but it would have been impossible to get out of the hangar between
Alan's TB9 and the Eurfox!!!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Michael Pye

G-BKUE – Socata TB9 – Hangar 3.
I have written about the TB9 and the joys of
syndicate ownership several times now in
the Newsletter. So apologies for those of
you who have heard some of what follows
before!
The TB9 celebrated a significant anniversary
on March 31st this year – precisely 14 years
to the day since it arrived at Fife for the first
time.
As Michael suggests above, when we (Rob Swinney, Dave Mackay and Richard Street and myself) got
together way back in early 2006, we were pretty clueless about the whole notion of buying, owning and
operating a light aircraft. 14 years later, we have one or two clues and must have learned something along
the way because the aircraft is still going strong, and we now have a syndicate made up of ten members –
and three of the original four are still on board.
I had the bright idea of buying a plane at the same time as Rob – there was an advert for a Beagle Pup in
the old greenhouse control room (long since knocked down) for £13,500. I reckoned that was affordable
and it got me thinking. At the same time Rob put
out a round-robin email asking if anyone was
interested in buying a plane, and a small group of us
met over a few pints in Edinburgh a week or so
later.

A sunny day on Coll

We had the Pup surveyed by an engineer (a strong
recommendation if you are thinking of buying a
plane – it cost us £250 and saved us a whole lot
more). The Pup was overweight and had a useful
load of 450 pounds (204kg) including fuel due to
spar-strengthening way back in its early days.

A local was selling a Cessna 172 – a late-1960s version. Looked promising, and again we had Tayside
engineers look it over. It eventually left Dundee on the back of a lorry after they found 27 major faults with
it, some of them rendering it un-airworthy. And the paperwork associated with it was very dodgy – caveat
emptor - every time.

By this time we were losing confidence, when Rob found the TB9 advertised on ebay….. And the rest is
history. Fourteen years of pretty much trouble-free operation.
I have been places and done things I would never have done had I still been hiring aircraft. Syndicate
ownership can be expensive, but it can also be the most economical way of flying. In fourteen years I have
packed in 580 hours in the TB9 – if you do the sums, taking into account the monthly costs for hangarage
and insurance and fuel – my hourly flying costs are below £100 per hour.
And – good news – there is a share for sale in the TB9 group! Contact me at alandi@globalnet.co.uk for
information.
Alan Laing
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Views from the webcams.
Annoyingly the PC driving the webcams has crashed again and we are all locked up (or down?) and can’t
get to the airfield to reboot it. See Adam’s article above on how we intend to fix that. However, there are
still views to be had….
The Scottish Gliding Union at Portmoak
has two good webcams and a weather
station which are handy when we can fly.
You may recall before all the virus
madness started, the weather wasn’t
that conducive for flying? Rumours
(promulgated early in April) are that the
SGU were experimenting with floatversions of their gliders.

Similarly, the rubbish weather was visible
on the FFC webcams before they died…

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Windsock Woes
You may recall that the windsock was getting shorter by the day, especially during the rough weather we
had through January and February. The committee and FAL were on the case, but the ground is so wet
over there it will be a while before we can get a cherry picker in to replace the windsock and fit the
transmitter unit for the weather station….

Spare a Thought….
We are all probably pretty frustrated at not
being able to fly. Those of us with aircraft in
the hangars will be thinking about the cost of
hangarage and the lack of group income
generated when syndicate members fly.
This photo was taken at Bournemouth
recently where BA are storing some of their
aircraft. Rumours are that a lot of 4-engined
aircraft like the 747, A340 and even A380s
might be retired on the back of the lockdown
and its consequences. If you take a rough
estimate of the list price of an A320 as being around $80 million – the above photo represents around $1.7
billion-worth of hardware not earning its keep…. (photo courtesy of the BBC News App).
---------------------------------

So here we are………
You may remember a well-built but dashing young gentleman who used to sit in the corner of the
portacabin talking to “Roger” a lot…. Steve Murray kindly agreed to write something for the Newsletter….

So here we are, unprecedented times. Our hobbies taking a big part in helping keep us sane while we try
to get through lockdown and the virus.
As many of you will be aware, I covered the Air/ Ground at Fife for a good few years, initially as a part time
hobby and latterly as a full time job. So how did I arrive at that? Hobby to job and back again I guess…
As long as I can remember I always wanted to fly. I have been interested in aviation for as long as I can
remember, certainly since Primary School days. Before the days of the internet (or even computers I hate
to say!) books were the main source of information. From an early age I devoured book after book on
aircraft, how they worked, what types were, and the skies seemed full of them.
I cannot remember where it was, or how the thought got in my head but I became aware there were radios
out there which could pick up ATC between the pilot and the ATC Unit. To a 12 year old this was gold dust.
The first sets were pretty expensive, heavy and well outwith my pocket money. But then came the sets
from the Far East, the size of a small shoe box, weighing next to nothing. They stood vertically and the
tuning was sketchy to say the least.
Christmas morning and wow! There was one under the tree. I fired it up and spent hours fruitlessly tuning
the airband up and down – nothing. I didn’t know then, but back in those days aviation pretty much
ground to a halt on Christmas Day. I worried that the radio was bust. Boxing Day. Breakfast then down to
some tuning! Success! I heard a Vanguard airliner talking to Edinburgh and a Loganair Beech 18 to
Glasgow. I was in rapture. I was hooked.

Gradually the tuning screen was covered in wee bits of sticky labelling with frequencies I had identified. I
was set on the path….
As I got older, technology improved. My first serious airband radio was the Signal 537s, about the size of a
packet of cigarettes it had a tuning wheel which was pretty accurate and had the facility to hold two
crystals tuned to an exact frequency. Edinburgh Tower and Edinburgh radar in my case! The big brother of
this unit was one of a similar size but containing 6 tuned crystals which could be scanned in sequence. I
still own this one!
Things progressed and eventually scanners of all shapes and sizes appeared and I tried many.
I was more interested in the military side of things and was frustrated that I could only hear them on VHF
although that was still exciting enough! Then one day flicking through a magazine I saw an advert for a
device that promised to open up a new world of listening. I kid you not, this was called the U-verter. It
looked a bit like a smallish Tupperware box the lid being black with a decode table printed on the top.
The idea for this was that you plugged an aerial into the 3.5mm jack on one side, and a jumper lead from
the box to the aerial socket on your radio. Edinburgh had a lot of military traffic back then, many not
equipped with VHF, so they used the NATO common frequency of 362.3 MHz. So the unit was set up and
the frequency corresponding was read of the chart and I sat back and waited. And waited, and waited…….
What a great scam I was becoming to think when suddenly a military ‘facemask’ voice, Gamecock xx for a
low approach and go around!! A 43 sqn Phantom from Leuchars. This was it!!
Luckily soon after there were handheld and base sets which offered the VHF and UHF airbands as standard.
I bought and sold many in the quest for the perfect set.
Part of the fun was that while the VHF Airband frequencies were widely published, only the military Initial
Contact frequencies were published. So how did one find the full set? It took a bit of patience and notepad
and pen.
Firstly, you set the Initial Contact Frequency (Scotmil back then). This was monitored until a ‘hand-off’
frequency was passed. This was now punched into the scanner memory. From these two, further ‘handoffs’ would be heard until you had a whole bank to scan. This was great until I discovered that for obvious
reason, every five years or so, the military completely changed the whole plan, and off you’d have to go
again. Happy days though.
As the hobby has progressed, so have the capability of the scanners. As I alluded to earlier the early
‘serious’ models were manual analogue tuning or crystals. As synthetic digital display models came on the
market they pretty much all followed the pattern of a set number of memories arranged in banks.
So a 100 memory radio would have say 10 banks of 10 memories. This was great. Edinburgh in bank 1,
Scottish in banks 2 & 3, Glasgow in Bank 4, etc..
Fast forward to 2020. One of my current scanners now uses the latest method to scan. Designed to be
used primarily in the United States it actually contains every known, publicly available frequency on a State
by State basis of that whole country and Canada. The theory is you input your zip code, a radius of
operation ie 50 miles and off it goes.
Luckily for the rest of the World, although a little bit time-consuming and easier by PC programming you
can set up your own lists. The concept is a bit different from Banks and memories and is more ‘dynamic’.

So day one of lockdown. Lets get this thing up and running properly! (It’s a Uniden SDS100e). Out comes
my Windows-based laptop. (Nearly all programming / control programs are Windows based). I’m a Mac
man. Fire up the laptop and phutttt. It’s bust. Day two, ok I’ve done the household chores okay lets
program this baby manually! Three days later I’m kinda there. Let’s scan…..
Silence. Is it bust? A quick look at Flight Radar 24 and there are 3 aircraft flying over the whole of Scotland.
Damn. So I have programmed in the Maritime channels for the River Forth area. Not aviation I grant you
but a touch more active.
I haven’t gone into specific models here because I have owned and sold so many over the years. I may do a
wee review of some of the most popular ones which still appear from time to time on ebay if that would be
of interest to anyone thinking of purchasing an Airband scanner? Let myself or Alan know (yes please – Ed)
and I’ll put something together.
Meanwhile hope you are all in good health and Stay Home, Stay safe!
Steve Murray

---------------------------------------------------------------------------Keeping your knowledge and skills up to date…..
Malcolm Spaven and Jeremy Billinge have very kindly put together this short quiz for all of us pilots and
students – to give us something to while away the hours of boredom during lockdown…..
Starting to forget how to fly? Jog your memory with this quiz. Open to students too. There’s only
one rule – no googling or looking up documents! See how many you can get right just off the top
of your head.
Question 1
You’ve been out for a bimble over Fife, talking to Leuchars. You switch frequencies back to Fife
Radio, get the airfield information and tell Fife Radio you’ll be joining crosswind from the north.
You level off at circuit height and call joining crosswind, but you start getting that nagging feeling
that something’s not quite right. Ground features seem to appear more suddenly and look closer.
What have you done wrong?
Question 2
You’re receiving a Basic Service from Leuchars. They tell you ‘G-CD, traffic believed to be you
has traffic north, three miles, southbound, indicating similar level’. What’s the correct response
(assuming you can’t see the traffic being reported)?
A. Looking for traffic, G-CD
B. Copy the traffic, G-CD
C. Roger, G-CD
Question 3
You’ve been given clearance for a VFR transit of the Edinburgh Control Zone. How far away from
cloud do you need to stay while inside the Zone?
A. Clear of cloud and in sight of the surface

B. 1000ft vertically and 1500m horizontally
C. 1000ft vertically or 1500m horizontally
Question 4
You’re aiming to fly along a track of 040° at a Tru e Airspeed of 90 knots. The wind vector is
160°/20 knots. What heading do you need to fly? [NO WHIZZ WHEELS OR APPS ALLOWED!]
Question 5
In the example in Q4, what will your ground speed be?
Question 6
You’re on a cross-country to somewhere you’ve never been before. You call up the Lower
Airspace Radar Service provider for the area and they rattle off five different pieces of information
in one transmission, which you do your best to write down before responding. You’ve written down
the squawk as 6391.
What should you do next?
Question 7
You’ve taken off from Fife, climbing at 80 knots on a heading of North. The wind is 360°/20kts.
You’re climbing at 600 feet per minute. How long will it take you from getting airborne to reach
4000 feet QNH? And how far north of Fife will you be when you reach 4000ft?

Question 8
You’re in the circuit at Fife and have just reported downwind left hand 24 for a touch and go. Fife
Radio is unmanned. Someone calls up saying they’re inbound from the east and will be joining left
base for 24 to land. What actions should you take, including radio calls?
[NB there could be several correct answers to this one]
Question 9
You’re planning a flight from Fife to Mull and back, with 3 people on board. You’re wary of take-off
performance at Mull so you’ve done the calculations and found that, to meet the book figures for
take-off distance, including a 30% safety factor, your take-off weight at Mull must not exceed
2150lbs. To stay within that limit, what’s the maximum amount of fuel you can have on board on
departure from Fife?
Assume:
- aircraft empty weight 1500lbs
- aircraft max take-off weight authorised 2325lbs
- total weight of the 3 POB and baggage = 550lbs
- time en route Fife to Mull = one hour
- fuel burn 32 litres an hour
- specific gravity of avgas 0.72
Question 10
Using the answer you got to Q9, if you’ve taken off from Mull at that take-off weight of 2150lbs, do
you have enough fuel on board to get back to Fife, assuming once again a flight time of one hour
and a required reserve on landing of 45 minutes?

---------------------------------------And, in conclusion for this Newsletter, something from Malcolm for
those of us worried about revalidation of our licences……………
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Rating or medical expires soon? Here’s what you need to do.
The CAA has now issued exemptions which allow holders of EASA licences, ratings and medicals
to extend their validity to (hopefully!) beyond the end of the Coronavirus lockdown. But please
note these are not all automatic extensions – you need to submit additional paperwork.
Here’s what’s needed:
Single Engine Piston Land Rating expires between now and 31st October, and you have
already met the revalidation requirements?
If you have done 12 hours in the 12 months preceding your rating expiry date including 6 hours
PIC and 12 takeoffs and landings, and you have done your one hour with an instructor, you have
two options:
Option 1
Submit your revalidation documents as you normally would, i.e.:
- post your licence and logbook (or copies of pages from past 12 months), plus a partiallycompleted CAA Form SRG1119E, to whichever instructor you did your one hour with. They will
then email the completed SRG1119E to the CAA and return your licence/logbook to you.
Option 2
1. Receive a briefing from an instructor “to refresh the required level of theoretical knowledge to
safely operate the applicable class or type and to safely carry out the relevant manoeuvres and
procedures”. This can be done “remotely”. Jeremy and Malcolm propose to do this by sending out
a written briefing which they will ask you to confirm you’ve read and understood.
2. Once you’ve done that, Jeremy/Malcolm will email you a Temporary Certificate Extending
Validity of Licence Privileges which will extend your SEPL Rating validity to 22nd November 2020.
You must print this Temporary Certificate out and carry the printed copy with your licence
whenever you fly.
Single Engine Piston Land Rating expires between now and 31st October, and you have not
met one or more of the revalidation requirements? - See Option 2 above.
LAPL privileges likely to expire between now and 31st October?
1. As a LAPL holder you are obliged to have completed 12 hours as PIC and one hour with an
instructor in the last 24 months, every time you fly.
2. The CAA exemption extends the rolling validity period from 24 months to 32 months. This
means that, when the virus lockdown ends and you are allowed to fly again, you need to count up
the hours you’ve flown in the 32 months prior to the day you want to fly. The totals still have to be
12 hours PIC plus one hour with an instructor in that 32 month period.
3. Additionally, even if you have met the currency hours requirements above, you must also
receive a briefing from an instructor “to refresh the required level of theoretical knowledge to safely
operate the applicable aircraft and to safely carry out the relevant manoeuvres and procedures”.
This can be done “remotely”. Jeremy and Malcolm propose to do this by sending out a written
briefing which they will ask you to confirm you’ve read and understood.
4. Jeremy/Malcolm will then email you a Temporary Certificate Extending Validity of Licence
Privileges which will extend your LAPL validity to 22nd November 2020. You must print this
Temporary Certificate out and carry the printed copy with your licence whenever you fly. This will

allow you to fly when you have completed 12hrs PIC + 1 hr dual in the past 32 months, but not in
the past 24 months. But please note you will revert to a 24-month rolling validity on 23rd
November.
Still operating on a UK National Licence?
•

Late amendment to the article……. "We are waiting for the CAA to clarify the
arrangements for extending the validity of national licences and ratings. Watch this space."

EASA medical expires between now and 31st October?
1. If you have an EASA medical that expires between now and 31st October, the exemption set
out in ORS 4 No.1374 automatically grants you an extension of validity until 22 November 2020.
All you have to do is print out a copy of the exemption:
(https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/ORS41374.pdf) and carry both it and your expired medical
certificate with you as part of your licence. However there are two important caveats to that:
•
•

you must not have experienced a reduction in medical fitness in accordance with
MED.A.020; and
if you are under additional medical surveillance by your AME or the CAA you must continue
to comply with their specified requirements.

Further information:
Form SRG1119E: https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/SRG1119EIssue04Enabled.pdf
Contact details: Malcolm: 0771 044 7378 malcolmgspaven@gmail.com
Jeremy: 07971 831495 jeremybillinge@gmail.com
(A recent email from AOPA suggests they are going back to the CAA seeking clarification on some of the
advice that has come out recently – see the “late amendment” above. When we know more, we will put
out an eNews – Ed.)

-----------------------------------------------------

Keep yourselves safe – and healthy.
We hope you have enjoyed this newsletter – if you have any articles, points of view, photos, etc, that you would like to
share with the other members through the Newsletter, please send them to the Editor – Alan Laing – at
alandi@globalnet.co.uk.

